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Full Score

Orgiastic Compression

Duration 1'30" or Batteries' life
B

Place RED clothes on
pianos then Power On
Sound Objects
Various vibrating objects
might be used
simultaneously

(*1980)
RED

(scene lights)

Place Sound Objects on Strings*
A

dimitris maronidis

for 1 - ∞ Pianos (preferably amplified) and 12 musicians

1. Very Low Register (Hex-bug)
2. Very Low Register (Hex-bug)
3. Low Register (colgate)
4. Low Register (colgate)
5. Mid-low Register (colgate)
6. Mid Register (coffee blender)
7. Mid Register (coffee blender)
8. Mid-high Register (coffee blender)
9. High Register (coffee blender)
10. High Register (coffee blender)
11. Very High register (vibrators)
12. Very High Register (vibrators)

(piano lights, keep it very dark)

C

Walk out of the stage
All placements should take
place simultaneously. Avoid
abrupt sounds. Start smooth.
Place vibrating objects in a
way that more articulated
sounds are produced. Avoid
masking the higher frequencies. If necessary don't place
objects on low strings.

D

in the following order:
1 + 12
2 + 11
3 + 10
4+9
5+6

This action should be done
silently but also with the
maximum of confidence.

Wait 20 - 30"

Duration ca 30"

E

All pianists should visit all pianos / Possible actions:
1. Reposition Sound Objects / Use new objects
2. Press pedal
3. Make a new sound (just with the piano)
4. Alter the pressure between sound object & strings

is this the last
piece of the
concert?

Reduce Activity

(All lights Fade Out)
G

I

All pianists leave the
stage quietly and let the
sound object vibrate!

No

Move away from the piano you are
"playing". Revisit other piano(s) and
silence JUST one sound object. (You
might have to try to find out which
ones are still powered ON)

Yes

RED

H

Walk out of stage

J

F

Return on the stage

"Dear audience, the sound will keep going on until the
batteries of sound objects drain out. You are invited to
observe the sonoric influences of this electrical decay
or, even better, to visit the stage and explore the spatial
and visual properties of this work. You can also leave
the hall now, but you are kindly requested to avoid
talking until your exit. Thank you!"

K

Project the following text (H) visually
in concert Hall (smooth visual fade in).
Alternatively, a pianist, dressed in
RED (preferably woman), makes two
steps towards audience and
addresses the following text:

Tacet - Stay Still (10")
Stay Still (in bending position) for
10" after all objects have been
silenced.

* in case of use of Coffee Blenders it is advised to attach a protective film, or a very thin
List of required Sound Objects
towel/sheet on the strings in order to protect the piano. Please mind also to use either
1. Coffee Blenders (battery operation. Bend the stems in order to make them unstable).
new batteries or semi drained out ones according to the desired duration of the event.
2. Electric Toothbrushes (ideally Colgate Microsonic).
3. Robotic Toys (preferably Hex-Bugs).
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4. Any vibrator or massage device.
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